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Display benefits 
Obvious benefits: 

q  Our brains interpret images faster than text, moving images more so 

q  The ability to use sound and motion increase persuasion 

 

Not so obvious: 

q  Ability to use programmatic buying strategies like targeting and media optimization 

q  Flexibility thanks to dynamic creative 

q  Attribution - track the customer across devices and platforms based on views, not just clicks 

 

 



q  The simple diagram receives the more 
attention than any other content 

q  Text also receives a fair amount of 
information 

q  The picture which adds no value is entirely 
overlooked 

Relevance is Key 



Rise of the machines AKA Programmatic 
q  Targeting used to be proprietary to the 

network: Google segments on Google 
inventory only, no 3rd party data 

q  Programmatic decouples inventory from 
targeting allowing the best combinations to 
be used 

q  Comprehensive, cross device, behavioral 
analysis for improved segmentation has 
become competitive 
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The Growth of Programmatic 



Multiple channels for ads, devices and systems 
Formats: Display, Search, 
Maps… 

 

Channels: Web, Social, Apps 

 

Systems: CRM, Loyalty, DB… 

 

Devices 

 



Multi touch attribution AKA ‘End of last click’ 

q  Combine 1st and 3rd party data in a 
manner unique to each advertiser 

q  Combine data from devices, sites, 
CRM, call center, POS, email, etc into 
one analytics data repository  

Standard and custom attribution models 
CPA auditing based on custom rules and look back windows.  
 
 



Use Cases 
Analyzing digital media including search, display, email  

Measuring conversions across apps, mobile and desktop sites, call center  

Increased direct marketing revenue by 20% 

 

Determined that 50% of applications were impacted by display 

25% reduction in CPA 

30 % reduction in advertising admin time  

  



Data-Driven Attribution - How it works 
 
 
Algorithms determine the value of 
each touch point 
 
Value per touch point changes per 
segment 
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Dynamic Creatives 
q  Customized creatives on the fly through one ad campaign based on unlimited 

factors: Targeting, weather, remarketing lists, product availability, etc. 

q  Creative elements are changed dynamically by rules or auto optimized to 
particular goals 

q  Reports include element level data which is also reflected in analytics 

 Auto-optimize headlines 

Auto-optimize images 

Auto-optimize call-to-action 

The system learns what 
combinations work the best and 
begins to favor them over lesser-

performing combinations.  



Dynamic creative examples 

Serve new car offers to 
sites that cover new 

cars 

Serve certified pre-owned 
offers to sites that cover 

used cars 

Serve better service 
message to car 

comparison sites 

Retarget site visitors to any 
other sections of the site 
with a generic message 

Retarget only past site visitors 
who visited the checking section 
of the site with a checking offer 

Retarget only past site 
visitors who visited the credit 
card section of the site with a 

credit report offer 



Dynamic creatives in remarketing 



Think Local 
q  Local behavior patterns and unique data 

sources 

q  Deep segments come from players with local 
teams 

q  300 data providers connected to DoubleClick 
including Russian companies 

Are you making effective use of display in 
performance marketing today? 

Your competition may be ahead of you ! 
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